FIT RLC damper
Our FIT™ RLC damper is now available in TALAS®
and FLOAT® 36 160 models, offering riders an
incredibly wide range of low-speed compression,
lockout, and rebound adjustments in a new,
lighter-weight damper that provides unparalleled
front wheel terrain following.
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Turning the knob alters the lockout force by
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Unique bladder design,
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possible friction for a sealed
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unsprung weight for faster
wheel response and increased
steering precision
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Regulates flow through lowspeed compression circuit
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Closes during compression to
force flow through compression
circuit and opens for rebound
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Rebound knob is now located
on the bottom of the damper

FIT TERRALOGIC damper
The 15-position Terralogic® threshold adjuster allows
settings anywhere from lockout firm to completely
open, allowing the rider to tune it for anything from
XC races to All-Mountain epics.
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flexing open during high-speed compressions)
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FIT RC2 damper
Introducing the FIT RC2 inverted damper, the industry
benchmark for damping performance and reliability,
offering the same range of adjustability — now easily
accessible from the top of the stanchion.
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needle via low-speed
compression adjuster
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Closes during compression to force
flow through compression circuit
and opens for rebound flow
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Controlled by shims

Rebound Check valve
Closes during rebound to force
flow through rebound circuit;
opens for compression flow
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Orifice controlled flow
regulates flow through lowspeed rebound circuit
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Rebound adjuster
Rebound adjuster detent

Improved rock clearence
by moving compression
adjustments to top

